Delivering and maintaining security across networks, endpoint devices and applications is challenging. Legacy security is fractured and cumbersome, making administration complex for today’s digital workplace.

The GoSilent Cube is a portable device that protects networks, endpoints and applications from malicious cyber activity while obfuscating the user’s identity and location from wherever they access the Internet. Unlike existing security solutions, GoSilent is flexible and can be deployed in the cloud, on premises or as a managed service.

The GoSilent Cube is simple, top secret level security for all communication. From employee laptops, phones, and tablets, to enterprise IoT devices or cameras at your facilities, the GoSilent Cube easily protects any IP-enabled device without business disruption.

### Key Features

**Easy**
Zero configuration, connects with IP-enabled devices; phones, tablets, pcs, legacy devices, IoT. Optimized user experience with a web admin console for non-technical users

**Portable**
At 2.6” x 1.9” x 1.2”, fits in your pocket

**Power Usage**
Requires only 500 milliamps at 5 volts. Compatible with standard USB port or battery pack

**CNSA Crypto**
Quantum Resistant
IKEv2 with certificates, IKEv1 with pre-shared keys, Top Secret level crypto out of the box
Commercial National Security Algorithms (CNSA)

**Certifications**
NIAP certification 2 protection profiles;
Firewall and VPN Gateway
FIPS-140 Algorithm

**IP Obfuscation**
Invisible network traffic, Hides identity and location

**Performance**
90mbps of VPN throughput in in-line (ethernet to ethernet) mode

**Captive Portal**
Captive portals are riddled with vulnerabilities and intercept the connection between the user and website they are trying to visit. GoSilent isolates your PC from network hacking, identity theft, malware and cookies
**Deployment Options**

Simple deployment from the cloud, on-premises or as a managed service. Optional self-provisioning automatically applies enterprise policies to any new device.

**Benefits of GoSilent Cube**

- Provide employees with maximum cybersecurity protection from wherever they choose to work.
- World class encryption that virtually eliminates the need for software upgrades and corporate IT support.
- Hardware VPN, firewall and wifi hotspot - all in one device.
- Eliminate the need for centralized IT support for configuration and activation.
- Easy for non-technical users to set up and configure within minutes.
- Plug and play functionality for any IP-enabled device such as a laptop, tablet, smartphone, etc.
- Small and portable: fits into a pocket, backpack or purse.
- Safely connect to any public wifi, such as in coffee shops & cafes.
- Securely connect up to 10 devices.
- Protect devices and data by isolating compromised or malicious captive portals.
- Obfuscate users’ IP addresses.
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